Effect of pressure on circumferential order of adventitial collagen in human brain arteries.
A key factor in the contribution of collagen fibres to tissue mechanics is the alignment of the fibres, which we studied in brain arteries, focussing on alignment changes with distending pressure. Arteries from autopsy were cannulated and fixed at different distending pressures from 0 to 200 mmHg (1 mmHg = 133.32 Pa), alcohol dehydrated, paraffin embedded, sectioned, and stained for birefringent enhancement. The polarized light microscope was set for extinction and fibre orientations were precisely determined at the rotational position of extinction for 200 positions around the artery wall. Results from 22 arterial cross sections revealed, with fixation pressure, a significant but incomplete straightening of collagen (even at 200 mmHg). The mean angular deviation of alignment of fibres was +/- 30 degrees for arteries fixed at zero transmural pressure, which in contrast was +/- 7 degrees for the inner and +/- 13 degrees for the mid-adventitia for arteries fixed at 200 mmHg transmural pressure. We verified on vessels fixed at low pressure, by using a full wave plate in conjunction with the specificity of the interference colours, that the measurements were correct and not confused with angles at 90 degrees to the morphological axis. Alternative tissue processing was done with two arteries fixed at 120 mmHg and processed for frozen sections; the results showed diminished variability in alignment but within the range of measurements for wax embedded tissue. We concluded that the collagen fabric could contribute to the mechanics of brain arteries but that it would be with sinusoidal rather than straightened fibres of collagen.